RESTART & BETTER PARTNERSHIP

ENHANCE PATIENT SAFETY WITH ELECTRONIC
PRESCRIBING AND MEDICATION ADMINISTRATION

We configure, install, and integrate Better Meds with your existing
workflows, PAS/EPR and other clinical and pharmacy systems.
Bring collaboration, efficiency and decision support to medication
management and enhance patient safety today.

HOW WE CAN HELP
MDT COLLABORATION
Better Meds supports multidisciplinary
coordination between doctors, pharmacists
and nurses by providing doctors with safer
electronic medication prescribing supported by
prompt feedback from pharmacists. With the
help of a clear medication overview, nursing
staff no longer have to contend with illegible
prescriptions and doses.

IMPROVE EFFICIENCY
With integrated decision support, allergy
and interactions checking and definitions
of standard treatment Better Meds ensures
faster access to the right medications and
fewer prescribing errors. Moving away from
paper prescribing and administration leads to
less missed doses and chart rewrites, saving
prescribing time and improving the accuracy of
discharge prescriptions.

BENEFITS
• Reduce prescribing errors
• Save time & money
• Accurate discharges

GUARANTEED PERFORMANCE

• Stock management

Our experience across all major integration
engines, healthcare message formats,
standards and protocols, means we streamline
the addition of Better Meds to your existing
integration environment. Our integration
architects understand your requirements and
configure your solution to act as a coherent
whole.

• Trend & analysis reports

www.restartconsulting.co.uk

• Define custom warnings
• Intuitive user interface
• Comprehensive training
• 24/7 support
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BETTER MEDS
KEY FEATURES
•
•
•
•
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•
•
•
•
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Clinical decision support
Prepared order sets
Medicine reconciliation
Advanced pharmacist review
Antimicrobial stewardship
Built in paracetamol rule
Titration support
Mental health scenarios
Simple intuitive interface
Configurable dm+d drug database

The mental health trust South London and
Maudsley NHS Foundation Trust selected
ReStart to deploy a single integration
platform to support its Better Meds ePMA
procurement.
The trust will move from point to point interfacing into a cloud hosted (Azure)
HealthShare Health Connect environment (the TIE) enabling it to integrate pathology results, medications and discharge summaries with Better Meds. ReStart
ensure all messages passing through the TIE are transformed to meet Better’s
specification and any receiving interfaces from Better Meds will be transformed
to ePJS (Carenotes) requirements.
The partnership with ReStart, InterSystems and Better ensures that the trust can
move forward with its digital plans and connect across the whole Healthier South
East London ICS and the wider LHCRE One London.

For efficient ePMA integration email us at hello@restartconsulting.com, call us
on 01392 363888 or visit www.restartconsulting.co.uk to find out more.
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